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Welcome to the Canterbury Roll Digital
Edition!
You don’t need to read this guide before starting to use the Canterbury Roll Digital Edition. The
Canterbury Roll Digital Edition has been designed to be a user friendly and intuitive resource.
Basic but powerful tools – ones that operate in line with what most of today’s users expect of
a digital platform – have been preferred to complex, bespoke options that require careful study
of a manual the size of a telephone directory before they can be used. Design of this resource
consciously mimics the features that have made devices such as Apple’s iPhone a success: it has
a minimal number of buttons; it works “out of the box”; and it does exactly what you think it
should do. Icons are simple and, wherever possible, self-explanatory. It’s also, however, a work
“in progress”: we recognize the first version does not do everything the user might want and we
intend to add new features in the future. This guide has been written to provide an introduction
for those interested in the differences between a digital edition and traditional facsimiles, editions,
and translations, and to highlight some of this particular online edition’s key features.

For those who would like a detailed, feature-by-feature, guide, we recommend you consult
the User Guide. The User Guide has been written to provide comprehensive documentation
for the project. However, beyond some technical information, you probably won’t learn
much from it that you can’t learn by spending ten minutes exploring the website.
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The Canterbury Roll
The Roll is a 15th-century genealogical text. It traces lines of descent, both familial and political,
from Noah to the English king Edward IV. It is approximately five metres in length and just over
30cm wide. It comprises six individual piece of parchment that have been joined and rolled.
A commentary text, in Latin, is distributed across the length of the Roll. The manuscript was
produced at the beginning of Henry VI’s reign (between 1429 and 1433). It is predominantly
the work of one scribe but features at least three other hands. It was heavily modified to reflect
a Yorkist agenda during the Wars of the Roses that shook England in the mid-15th century. The
manuscript’s history subsequent to the 15th century is unknown. It was acquired by the University
of Canterbury in 1918. It was formerly known colloquially as the “Maude Roll”; from 2010 it
has been officially known as Christchurch, University of Canterbury, MS 1.
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Why a New Edition?
The Canterbury Roll was first edited and translated by Arnold Wall in 1919. Working with limited
resources, Wall achieved a great deal (his original edition is available elsewhere on the Canterbury
Roll Project website). However, his version contains errors, omissions, and questionable readings
that this new edition revises. Wall was also limited by the publishing technology of his day,
limitations that can now be overcome.

Why a Digital Edition?
Manuscript rolls present particular challenges to editors. They do not lend themselves to being
presented in the traditional codex format. The aim of this project is to present a version of the
manuscript that enables the user to access both a Latin transcription and an English text while
preserving the integrity of the relationship between text and manuscript. While recognizing that it
is impossible to recreate the user experience of the 15th century, we aim to use digital technology
to bridge some of the gaps for the 21st-century user more thoroughly than a print edition is able to
do. By making an accessible version of the Roll freely available online we also want to empower
those with an interest in the Middle Ages, whether they are academics or members of the wider
public, to engage with this particular source more fully. The Canterbury Roll Project is, in part,
about the democratization of knowledge and deliberately seeks to remove the traditional barriers
that inhibit most people from engaging with medieval manuscripts. A further aim is to use the
preparation of the edition and its development as a teaching opportunity. The Canterbury Roll
is the only manuscript roll of its kind in the southern hemisphere. It provides a rare opportunity
for New Zealand students to hone specialized skills in palaeography and medieval Latin, while
developing their wider transferable skills in Digital Humanities and project work.
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Where should I begin?
The Canterbury Roll Digital Edition consists of three key elements. Which one you begin with
will depend on your area of interest.

A Digital Facsimile
At the heart of the Digital Edition is a high quality facsimile of the Canterbury Roll. The image
is an ideal resolution for research purposes and provides a useful starting point for those encountering a medieval object for the first time. The digital facsimile is immediately available on the
left-hand side of your screen when you enter the site. The full length of the Roll is available; it
“unrolls” vertically on your screen. Unlike many digital editions of rolls, the Canterbury text is
presented here as one, continuous document, designed to mimic its original format. The default
starting point is the beginning of the Roll.
• You can “click and drag” to any
point on the Roll by using the left
mouse key
• You can zoom in or out via either the on-screen buttons, your
mouse wheel, or trackpad
• You can view the manuscript
either in Basic Viewer Mode,
which is the default setting, or
you can switch to Full Screen
Mode
• In Basic Viewer Mode the
manuscript occupies one half of
the screen, and can be accessed
alongside the transcription and
translation
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• Full Screen Mode removes the transcription and translation viewer, and limits you to just
viewing the manuscript. Full Screen mode is accessed via the fourth icon from the left in
the top left-hand corner of the manuscript viewer
Please note: the manuscript can only be viewed online; it cannot be downloaded.

The Transcription
The facsimile is accompanied by a new transcription of the Latin text. This includes the full
text of all the roundels and all the commentary passages. The transcription is displayed on the
right-hand side of the screen, parallel to the manuscript.

Clicking on any roundel or commentary on the Roll will automatically centre the manuscript
on that roundel or passage and display the corresponding transcription in the “Manuscript” tab
on the right-hand side of the screen.
The “Manuscript” tab contains four buttons and the Scribal Hand Slider.
By clicking on the four buttons in the “Manuscript” tab you can toggle on/off the Latin, the
English translation, the general scholarly apparatus (Notes), and a separate series of notes that
indicate where the new text diverges from that of Arnold Wall’s edition (Wall’s Reading).
The default setting is for the English translation to appear below the Latin (you may need to
scroll down to read this in the case of longer passages).
The default position of the Scribal Hand Slider is to show all the scribal hands that appear
on the manuscript. You can move the slider from right to left to “restore” the transcription to
earlier versions of the text. Each stage removes a “layer” of additions.
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Different scribal hands are indicated using four icons.
• A basic description of each icon can be
found in the User Guide
• Detailed discussion of the hands appears
on the accompanying Canterbury Roll
Project website
If you’d prefer to read the Latin transcription without the English you can toggle the “English” button to the off position and you will only be able to see the Latin. You can toggle the
“Notes” and “Wall’s Reading” buttons on/off to view or hide the scholarly apparatus with either
the transcription or translation displayed or both.
Please note: You cannot download the Latin transcription as a continuous text.

The Translation
The transcription is accompanied by a new English translation. The translation balances intelligibility against the aim of retaining the sense of the original Latin. Any translation is, itself, an act
of interpretation. It is to be expected that not every scholar will agree with every reading given
here.
The default setting is for the English translation to appear below the Latin text (it is separated
from it by a crown icon). You many need to scroll down in the case of particularly long passages.
If you’d prefer to read the text in English without the Latin you can toggle the “Latin” button
to the off position and you will only be able to see the English. You can toggle the “Notes” and
“Wall’s Reading” buttons on/off to view or hide the scholarly apparatus with either the transcription or translation displayed or both.
The different scribal hands are not indicated in the English text. This is partly in order to
enable ease of reading but also because one of the key changes between scribes involves, itself,
a process of translating numbers from Indo-Arabic notation into Roman numerals. The scholarly
apparatus indicates where differences between the two versions exist.
Please note: You cannot download the English translation as a continuous text.
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For Further Information
Users will find a detailed overview of the editorial decisions taken in creating the transcription,
translation, and Digital Edition in the Introduction tab.
A more detailed contextual study of the Roll, which summarizes existing research, can be
found on the wider Canterbury Roll Project website. It is accompanied by a bibliography of
works on the Roll and on genealogical manuscripts more generally.
A function-by-function guide to the Digital Edition can be found in the User Guide.
This Getting Started Guide was prepared by Chris Jones (December 2017)
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